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d, nor hands, nor brains, But in smooth streams swam down through ease to Hell; His work, to eat,
drink, sleep, and purge his reins) He left his heart behinde him with his feast: His target with aflying
dart was drest, Poasting unto his mark: the word, I move to rest. Canto vmi Stanzas 42 to 43. I have
nothing to italicize here--nothing Wherein to shew the slightest indebtedness to Srnnsns. To speak
of copy or imitation or parallel , is simply preposterous. The relation of Goodwin Sands to
Tenterden steeple is substantive compared with this: for the single ground for the allegation is, that
Srnusnn is describing Idleness and that Fletcher names his Atimus or Baseness-of-Mind, idle .
SPENs1: R s Idleness begins with half-a-line from Cmucnnz for his nourse of sin only repeats the
elder Poet s idle monk --arrayed precisely as...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this
pdf to discover.
-- Darrin Kutch-- Darrin Kutch

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Orlando Abernathy-- Orlando Abernathy
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